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I. Project Title: 

NEPA REVIEW SCREENING FORM 
Document ID Number: 

DOE/CX-00125, Rev 1 

MSA Annual Categorical Exclusion for Actions to Conserve Energy or Water under 10 CFR 1021, 
Subpart D, Appendix B, B5.1 for Calendar Year 2014 

II. Project Description and Location (including Time Period over which proposed action will occur and Project Dimensions - e.g., 
acres displaced/disturbed, excavation length/depth, area/location/number of buildings, etc.): 

Mission Support Alliance (MSA) and its subcontractors perform actions to conserve energy or 
water, demonstrate potential energy or water conservation, and promote energy efficiency 
that would not have the potential to cause significant changes in the indoor or outdoor 
concentrations of potentially harmful substances. Covered actions include, but are not 
limited to, weatherization (such as insulation and replacing windows and doors); programmed 
lowering of thermostat settings; placement of timers on hot water heaters; installation or 
replacement of energy efficient lighting, low flow plumbing fixtures (such as faucets, 
toilets, and shower heads), heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems, and 
appliances; installation of drip irrigation systems; improvements in generator efficiency 
and appliance efficiency ratings; efficiency improvements for vehicles and transportation 
(such as fleet changeout); power storage (such as flywheels and batteries, generally less 
than 10 megawatt equivalent); transportation management systems (such as traffic signal 
control systems, car navigation, speed cameras, and automatic plate number recognition); 
development of energy-efficient manufacturing, industrial, or building practices; and 
small-scale energy efficiency and conservation research and development and small-scale 
pilot projects. Covered actions include building renovations or new structures, provided 
that they occur in a previously disturbed or developed area. 

Actions performed under this Annual CX include, but may not be limited to, those listed in 
MSA contract DE-AC06-09RL14728, Section J.3, ~Hanford Site Services and Interface 
Requirements Matrix" and implementing protocols, policies, and procedures. The buildings, 
structures, infrastructures, and equipment subject to this Annual CX include, but may not 
be limited to, those listed in Sections J.l3, "Hanford Site Structures List" and J.14, 
"Hanford Waste Site Assignment List" where MSA is the assigned contractor or provides 
services to other Hanford contractors. The MSA contract includes the original contract and 
subsequent modifications/amendments executed to adjust the terms, conditions, and other 
requirements contained therein. 

Actions performed under this Annual CX shall not individually or cumulatively have a 
significant effect on the human environment. This Annual CX shall only be applied to 
actions that meet the requirements (i.e., 10 CFR 1021.410) and conditions that are 
"integral elements" (i.e., 10 CFR 1021, Subpart D, Appendix B) for categorically excluding 
actions under the provisions of the NEPA regulations. There shall be no extraordinary 
circumstances where normally excluded actions may have significant effects on the human 
environment. 

To avoid extraordinary circumstances potentially affecting ecological resources, ecological 
resources reviews shall be performed in accordance with established protocols, policies, 
and procedures to identify plant and animal species for protection under the Endangered 
Species Act, candidates for protection, or listing by federal or state agencies as 
threatened or endangered consistent with DOE/RL-96-32, "Hanford Site Biological Resources 
Management Plan" or other applicable guidance documents and agreements. Caution shall be 
exercised during the bird nesting season (mid-March to mid-July) . If nesting birds, pair 
of birds of the same species, or bird defensive behaviors is observed, then work shall stop 
and a qualified Ecological Resources Specialist shall be contacted for guidance. Actions 
that potentially affect ecological resources shall require a resources review and clearance 
before proceeding. This includes, but may not be limited to, actions that require an 
excavation permit; disturb the ground; remove or modify dead or living vegetative cover; 
occur within a Bald Eagle exclusion zone; expand roadways/parking lots; require off-road 
travel; involve unusual noise, light, or chemicals that may affect wildlife; located on the 
Hanford Reach National Monument; located in a posted ecologically sensitive area; conducted 
on the outside of structures; conducted in abandoned structures; and have the potential to 
alter or affect the living environment. If an ecological resources review determines 
potentially adverse impacts, then appropriate mitigation actions shall be identified and 
implemented to avoid, minimize, eliminate, rectify, or compensate the impacts. 

To avoid extraordinary circumstances potentially affecting cultural resources, cultural 
resources reviews shall be performed in accordance with established protocols, policies, 
and procedures to identifv resource protection consistent with the ~Proorammatic Aoreement 
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